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Y morning newspaper recently flared into excited headlines—and even a photograph—concerning the trial for
forgery at Amsterdam of Hans van Meegeeren who
startled and considerably annoyed the art world about two years
ago by admitting that he earned a comfortable livelihood by
painting Vermeers and de Hoochs. 'Comfortable' is perhaps an
understatement, for he is said to have sold six Vermeers and a couple
of de Hoochs for £800,000, a single Vermeer for £135,000, and
so on. One was sold to that prince of collectors, Hermann
Goering; and, if I remember rightly, it was an investigation into
this act of collaboration which brought forth the surprising
defence that far from collaborating with this arch-enemy of his
country he had "sold him a pup." Sensation in Court! And
out of Court; for the victims (if 'victims'be the correct term) were
many and various, extending from coal merchants to connoisseurs,
critics and curators of National Museums.
To prove his innocence Mijnheer Meegeeren painted a fine
Vermeer under the astonished eyes of the Dutch police, and added
the characteristic mellowness and crackle of the varnish to show
that he could give his patrons the dirt as well as the distinction
of their Old—but not so Old—Masters. Some kinds of innocence
are infinitely worse than guilt. Parvenues and painters, critics
and custodians, collectors and coalmen made common cause
against this genius who until then had given them all exactly what
they wanted. Now the buyers asked for their money back; but
Mijnheer Meegeeren had, like Rembrandt, Rubens or Raphael,
spent the lot. They are still asking; and the present trial in a
court richly hung with his faked masterpieces is an attempt to
recover £500,000 from the bankrupt artist who has only his genius
for deceit wherewith to earn this trifling sum. A Gilbertian
situation, indeed.
For if this man paints you a genuine Vermeer
With an ease that all can see,
Then what a meagre Meegeeren and mere Vermeer
The great Vermeer must be.
That, anyway, is one way of looking at it.
The real crime he has committed is that one so marvellously
understood by Ibsen : the destruction of our life illusions. That
is the crime we never forgive. The experts and pontiffs who
direct National Museums and advise innocent coal merchants on
art are given the unenviable choice between the Scylla of confessing themselves fools and the Charybdis of earning their
livings as knavishly as any painter of new Old Masters. It is
even worth remembering that the monster lying under Charybdis
thrice daily swallowed the whole sea and vomitted it forth again;
a recurring feat which might be accepted as symbolic in these
circumstances, if for the wine-dark seas of Homer we read
aesthetic opinions.
But these classical allusions are leading us astray. Gentlemen,
consider your verdict. Shall we put this incarnation of several
of the greatest Dutch masters into gaol and use his sensitive
fingers to sew mailbags in a cell? Shall we make the punishment
fit the crime and give him a life sentence to duplicate the whole
of the treasures of the Rijks Museum, selling the duplicates to
or through any pompous arbiter elegantiarum who doesn't know
a genuine Vermeer when he sees one—as we all thought we did
until Mijnheer Meegeeren destroyed our life illusion (vide
supra)? Shall we set him up in a studio, and thus have a XXth
century master who is such beyond all dispute, bidding him
give the world his own masterpieces of painting that owe nothing
to other men's subjects however much they owe to the methods
he has discovered? Shall we make him the chief witness against
his accusers, indicting them for taking private and public money
(say £500,000) under false pretences of being able to judge
genuine works of art from false? Shall we make him Curator
of one of the great National Museums on the strength of his
masterly knowledge of the processes of the Old Masters and
understanding of their spirit? Shall we invite him to become
an art critic less fallible than those he has deceived? Or shall
we wisely forget all about it, and continue buying and selling and
pontificating as though our life illusion were still intact and no
Mijnheer van Meegeeren had ever introduced the serpent into
our Eden?
Postscript : The verdict, given since this was written, was
one year's imprisonment. Gilbertian to the last, it was decreed
that the "forgery" sold to Goering be seized and hung with
the National Collection!
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PRINCIPLES OF CHINESE PAINTING. By GEORGE ROWLEY,
No. 24, quarto series. Princeton Monographs in Art and
Archaeology. III pp., 48 plates + 2 stencilled in colour.
(Princeton University Press, 1947.) £4 4s.
It is well known that in China poets, calligraphers and painters,
who alone enjoy the title of artist, are inclined to theorize about
their work much more than their fellow artists in the West.
This is not surprising when one considers the nature of Chinese
society and the status of the artist. The artist, whether member
of the Han-fin Academy, or disciple of the so-called "Literary
School," which held that amateur "week-end" painting was a
natural form of expression for the gentleman, or Taoist or Zen
rebel, who retreated into the mountains to get in touch with
nature and art, had studied the classics, passed the examination
and thought as a scholar. There is plenty of art-criticism and
aesthetic theory from all these sources. It consists sometimes of
Confucian theories as to what sort of subject and treatment is
"proper," rather like the "pathetic," "sublime" and suchlike
canons of the XVIIIth century in Europe, and sometimes of
Taoist or Zenist theories of the nature of art. The latter are
sometimes profound, often woolly and always difficult of translation and comprehension.
Mr. Rowley's book is an attempt to analyse the more important
of Chinese aesthetic concepts and to use them to establish certain
principles of style which will lead to a deeper understanding of
Chinese pictures.
His view of the meaning given by Chinese theorists to such
terms as Ch'i, Li, Ku-Fa, Shih and so on, is probably as sound
as can reasonably be expected. The difficulties are obvious,
when it is appreciated that these terms are translated "Spirit
and its Fruits," "Universal Principles," "Bone-Means," "Structional Integration." This part of the book is difficult to u,nderstand, largely because it is disfigured by a great deal of jargon.
Such sentences as ". . . the painters had become so aware of
the significance of the non-existent that the voids said more than
the solids" are common; the use of the word "ideational" is
also particularly irritating. The chief objection, however, is that
Mr. Rowley is not at all critical of the concepts with which he
is dealing. The reason is, that he does not view them in their
historical and social context and does not analyse or assess their
source. The source is, of course, a certain class of scholar
painter, who is thinking in terms of a particular sort of painting—
usually one type of monochrome ink-landscape. The real problem is why this class of painter devised such aesthetic concepts
and how far, if at all, they apply to his work. Whether they can
be applied to Chinese painting as a whole, is a bigger question.
It would be unfair perhaps to add that, if you do not consider
abstract aesthetics an aid to the understanding of works of art,
this part of the book will seem largely irrelevant.
This same uncritical attitude is responsible for Mr. Rowley
excluding as un-Chinese much of the highest achievement of the
Chinese genius. The Chinese love of linear fantasy, of baroque
magnificence of design and colour and even Chinese religious
paintings are ignored. To follow his argument, one has to accept
many very individual and unsupported judgments on the nature
of European painting and of painting in general. Again, his
attitude is that of the Confucian gentleman to whom ink-landscape
of a certain type is painting par excellence. It is as if one were
to apply the canons of taste of the XVIIIth century gentleman—
amateur to all European art.
Still, Mr. Rowley's book is not unsuccessful, as far as it goes.
But it is doubtful whether it succeeds in its intention, which is
to make Chinese painting easier to appreciate and to understand.
The Du Bois Shank Morris Collection, selected examples
from which illustrate the argument, seems to contain some fair
pictures, as far as one can judge from the reproductions. Mr.
Rowley's catalogue is carefully done and his attributions cautious.
DOUGLAS BARRETT.
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